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Homecoming: 26 years ago...
.

by Rick Nelson

This weekend marks the 26th
time
a graduating
class has
returned to momentarily relive
their “‘good old days.”
The first Homecoming took
place on Nov. 16, 1946, the
graduates having perservered in
their education through the lean
years of World War II, a unique
passate of HSC’s history.
The
Humboldt
State

Teacher's

College

had

reached

their largest enrollment shortly
before
the
war
began
with
approximately
500
students,
predominantly female.
The war brought enrollment
at
Humboldt
down
to
its

modern day low
there were barely

attending,
was male.

only

point where
100 students

one

of whom

One male
According to Monica Hadley,
dean of women and a physical
education instructor at the time,
this one male was a hard pressed
individual at times.
“Dances were the social thing
then. Students held dances after
nearly every game,” she said.
Noon
dances, which
were
exactly
what
their
name
suggests, were also popular social
vents, but Hadley stressed that
dancing was by no means the

only social activity at the school.

In the words of the College
Bulletin (the 1940's version of a
college catalog), ‘‘Because of the
small size of the College and the
presence of a college dormitory
a highly congenial and informal
social life prevails, in which the
faculty as well as the students
take part.”
Highlights of the year’s social
calendar
included
scholastic
honors teas (for students who
had _ distinguished
themselves
academically
in the previous
semester), the annual Faculty
Show and dances held at the
Naval
Air
Facility
in
McKinleyville.
According
to Hadley, the
Faculty
Show
was a variety
program
organized,
produced
and
performed
by
faculty
members.
“It just disappeared after
awhile, though. With the campus
growing and intimacy between
faculty and students decreasing,

things

like

that

simply

don’t

last,” she said.
Sports were a big item on the
social scale, too, Hadley said.
According
to
Dr. Joseph
Forbes,
physical
education
instructor, both intercollegiate
(Continued
on back page)

q

In the days just after World War |! when the Homecoming tradition had just started, football players
like Pinker Elleson who played for the ‘Jacks’ from
1946-49 were playing a game which at the time mosi

students wouldn‘t think of missing.

...and the present,
by Luis Flores

After a quarter of a century of homecomings
at HSC, Fat Tuesday begins on Friday.
Everything is ready and there is an optimistic
feeling that the events will bring back money this
year. Homecoming cost $1,089.15 last year, and

brought
$749 to
“We
will be

back $390.10. This year SLC budgeted
the event
don’t spend money if we're not sure it
brought back in,” said Michelle Nevers,

general chairman. “We made provisions to bring
back money this time.
“For instance, we used to have a formal dance

but the attendance dropped and we kept losing

Sporting the beach fashions of the late 1940's, these
‘Humboldt honies’ were only one of the attractions of
life at old HSC.
The first annual homecoming at HSC in 1946 was an
event worth celebrating. Riding in their cars, these
HSC students celebrated as they drove South on G
street when it was called U.S. 101 and was a two way
street.

money. This year we eliminated it. We had a
Friday night dance, but it didn’t go over too
well, either, so we don’t have it.
“The only problem has been that planning
was usually late,” continued Nevers, “but we
worked earlier this year. We contacted people,
had a theme, and picked the committees
in the
spring. Everything was pretty well decided by the
first and second week of school.

“Community help or
this year,” said
Nevers. “We were offered help by different

groups,

even

1971
financially.

Students

on

campus

really want to help and do something. It’s really
great.”
The first event sets the mood of the
activities--the keg hunt. Friday, all teams (groups
of 4) will meet at 1 p.m. in the CES parking lot
to receive their directions and pay the fee. Nevers
cautioned that the hunt will be limited (10-12
groups), because there are usually tou many

people, and that doesn’t work out.
“Last year only one team found it,” said Kat

Golding, keg hunt head, “the rest didn’t finish. It
doesn’t matter who gets there first; it’s the one
with the closest mileage to mine. In case
of a tie,

though, the time will be important.
‘Fascinating adventure’
“You

can

hunt

for it by bicycle, car, foot,

whatever. It’s a fascinating adventure, and a
scenic guided tour. And it’s going to be harder
this year.

Last year the keg was

Freshwater forest.

“Once it ended

hid in the

up in the cemetery,
but that

wasn't cool. This year it could be anywhere-St.
Mary's steeple, or another such spot,” concluded
(Continued
on back page)
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here just isn’t enough money

T

SLC

Braafladt,
by Diana Petty

SU

clash over finances

<

20°85, 08

It is call that financial
problems —
see A.
marriage—an
may
case with the Arnie Braafladt
administration.
ASB

President
Braafladt
an additional $1,435
from Student Legislative Council
(SLC) for his travel account. It
was also discovered last week
that the ASB office budget had
slid into the red.

=

aS

r

~

>

These issues culminated in an

executive session of SLC last
Thursday night. Personality
differences entered the picture

8

expenditures and activities.
The petition was abandoned
during

this session and

iat
oo”

council

agreed to discuss recommendations of the Board of Finance,
headed by ASB Treasurer David
Reiss. The Board suggested

giving

Braafladt

an

additional

$700, rather than the requested
$1,345, under three policy conditions:
Board policies
ONE. The executive travel

account will be under the control
of the ASB president, supervised

Associated Student

Body

President, Arnie

by the ASB general manager.
TWO. The travel account will

(back

leans

back

discussion at last Thursday

be available
to other executive
officers as deemed appropriate
by the president
and the general

manager.

THREE.
$160 of the $700 will be

to camera)

budget is nearly depleted, due
largely to Braafladt’s own expenses.
THREE.

An

amendment

proposing salaries for executive
officers will be voted on by the
student

Braafladt

body

tomorrow.

supports the amend-

ment while Jager opposes it.

FOUR.
SLC will take action on these
recommendations following a
retreat to be held in the near
future. Priorities of student
government
will
also
be
discussed.
The factors involved in actions
which resulted in the executive
session are:

ONE. Braafladt has spent
nearly $1,000
of his $1,500 travel
account
since June 20.
TWO. The $800 ASB office

A_

difference _ in

philosophy has arisen over state-

wide problems vs. local campus
priorities.

Travel expenses
Braafladt, who is a member of
the California State Colleges Stu-

dent Presidents Association
(CSCSPA) steering committee, is
required as ASB president to
attend
monthly
CSCSPA
meetings and monthly California
State Colleges Board of Trustees
(BOT) meetings. This is where

You'll always score at

in his

Braafladt

chair

during

night's Student

Legisla-

most of his travel expenditures
have gone.

Braafladt submitted a report of

his activities to SLC two weeks
ago. A summary of travel ex-

penses

was

report.
According

included
to

$542 was spent
regular

this

in

this

summary,

in traveling to

CSCSPA

and

BOT

meetings on June 20, July 8, Aug.
13 and Sept. 16. In addition to
these trips, the following expenditures were made:
‘Extra’ meetings

tive Council meeting. The main item on the agenda
was a discussion of Braafladt’s expenditures of ASB
monies in excess of what he was budgeted.
and the Chancellor's office, $45.
With
reimbursements
for
loans, this totals expenditures of
$902. Braafladt said he and Jager
spent another $60 two weekends
ago for a trip to San Francisco,

without SLC’s
. Braafladt said: ‘‘It was a decision that

leaving $538 in the travel account.

that I was traveling more than

Last
Aug.

week
8,

8 to

CSCSPA

retreat

28

and

called
Sept.

the
28

meetings ‘‘extras."’ He asserted
that these trips were made by
Braafladt because of his position
on the CSCSPA,

HSC president.
“These

July 29, CSCSPA steering
committee in Sacramento, $70;
Aug.

Jager

Aug.

at

Asilomar, $37; Aug. 28 to
meetings with the Chancellor's
staff and at San Francisco State
and Chico State, $75; and Sept.
28,
meetings at San Francisco State

Marino's Club

were

rather than as

When

asked

how

he

could

justify the spending of money
I

made,

that

government

the

made.

interim

They

knew

Bill Richardson
had. I don’t think
anyone on council realized how
much money is actually required
just to attend the Trustees
meetings and the monthly
CSCSPA

meetings.
In no way was

$1,500
ever wJequaie to do that,
which I think was minimal in the
first place.”
Interim okay
(The interim
is the
body in charge
of ASB affairs
during the summer.
This year’s
interim included R. J. Wilson,
‘(Continued
on page 14)
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' Pottery wheels, calculators

New dorms in canyon offer unique facilities
The
dorms
under
construction
in Jolly
Giant
Complex are really apartments
and will cost students the same

as

dorm

rooms,

according

Students will be told what
the study rooms contain on
registering for an apartment. A
student does not need to be an
art majorto live in a unit with a

to

potter’s

Director of Housing William M.
Kingston.
The
additions
should
be

completed winter quarter 1972,
with three of the units hopefully
to open next fall.
The
one
and
two
story
carpeted dorms will match the
rest of the canyon red tile roofs
and yellow ochre walls. Most
units will have a balcony off the
livingroom.
Housing 8-10 students each,
the units will add 232 bed spaces

to the canyon, bringing the total
capacity

of

the

complex

the

study

to

be

According to Kingston it will

This is the fifth in a series
of articles on the effects of
expansion at HSC, both on
campus
and
in_
the
community.

Handicapped units
According
to
Kingston,
several units will be adapted for

1,209.

the handicapped. This includes

Each apartment will contain
three double and two single
bedrooms, a livingroom, bath,
laundry room and a study room

wider doors for wheelchairs and
conversion
of
the
freight
elevator
in
the
commons
building to a
elevator.

a

Despite the addition of 232

One meal
Students must buy one meal
day from the cafeteria, as

Kingston
very

says the kitchens are
small;

containing

referigerator,

stove,

a

In

8-10

of

the

20

want

an

facility

goes,

we

don’t

really

sink,
study

feeding instead.
Director of Dining Services

rooms will be special equipment
such
as
potter's
wheels,
calculators or drawing tables.

“We

students to the complex, a new
cafeteria will not be built.
“As
far as an additional
need it,” says Kingston. The
cafeteria may turn to continuous

counter and storage space.

patT<a

in

Editor's note:

with a kitchen.

<e 6

wheel

room,
but
he
should
interested in pottery.

equipped

study room so it’s functionally
usable
to the
interests and
desires of students, but we aren’t
going to buy the equipment
until we find out what students
need,” says Kingston.
David
McMurray,
assistant
director
of
housing,
will
question dorm students this year
to find what types of equipment
they want.

Frank Kalmar is studying various
meal
plans and
he believes

possibilities.
People Scattered
“Continuous feeding works
well
if people are scattered

throughout the day. You have a
problem if everyone
once, “Kalmar says.

comes

at

He plans to test this program
for
a
month
during
spring
quarter. “I don’t really think it’s
that much of a problem,” he

added

Unbuilt women’s gym
claimed already too small
a
a

ae

office, include

2
Longmire’s

use of the

the earthquake code.
Both Gist Hall (CES) and
Founders
Hall
have
been
structur

‘‘questionable
structure”’
because of California’s earthquake requirements. The new
gym will be bullt on the same site

largely becauseof political action
by California State Senator

Randolph

Collier

(D-Yreka).

According to Hansen, Collier
threatenedto block funding on all
state college building until money
was allocated for the new HSC
women’s gym.

Final construction on the
dorm complex
will begin in
January. The lower floor of the
common
building,
currently
open and used as a basketball
court, will be enclosed as a
recreational area.
house a second dining room for
special occasion and summer
use, an exercise room
with
equipment, two sauna baths and
a darkroom.
East
of
the
building,
a
parking lot recently, will be a
green area. The rock quarry to
the southeast will eventually be
basketball courts.
Kingston said that ‘‘none of
these facilities are built with tax
dollars.
The
entire cost of
construction and operation is
=
out of room and board

college and possibly another 80
acres north of the commons.
At a commission
meeting
Thursday,
Campus
Architect
Marvin Trump said the state
would
probably buy two or
three blocks of Arcata land and

build

high rise dorms to meet

the housing needs.

“When it comes to buying 80
acres and spreading out the
housing, even though developed
Arcata land and undeveloped
forest may cost the same, the
state can’t see it (buying 80

acres), ” Trump said.
If 80 acres are purchased,
housing for approximately 1,500
to 2,000 students will be built in
the form of individual units with
one
or
two
bedrooms
and

kitchens.

Some units will be available
for married students.
Should the Trustees
allot the
money, the units will be builtin

1973.

Kingston

construction
removal of
possible.

claims

will
cause
the
as few trees as

One committee suggestion to
the Trustees is that factory made
modular
hexigonal
units be
lowered to concrete foundations
by helicopter or crane.
“Modules are so flexible they
are able to dodge trees or
traverse slopes,” Kingston told
the committee.
None of these modules are
currently being built, but models
will be available in April.

ees,”

Future planned
Future housing developments
are planned providing the State
Board of Trustees allot money
for the land.
The
Campus
Planning
Commission is requesting the

purchase of 80 acres east of the

‘Campus Calendar
Thursday

8:30 p.m. — Sequoia Masque presents “Ingomar, Son of the
Wilderness.’ Sequoia Theatre. Advance tickets on reserve at box
office, 10 a.m. to noon and 14 p.m.

ZPG meeting

Thursday
The Redwoods Chapter of
Zero Population Growth will
present
photographer
Adams Thursday, Nov.

Ansel
11 at 8

p.m.
Three door prizes will be
awarded including a photograph
by Adams, a drawing by Nita
Groth
and
pottery
by
Reg
Minty.
Tickets

($1)

may

be

purchased at the HSC bookstore,
Northtown Books and Phillips
Camera Shop in Arcata.
The
meeting
will

take

place at the Christ
Church, 625 15th St., Eureka.

Saturday
10 a.m. — Homecoming Parade, downtown Arcata
11 a.m. — Cross Country, Far Western Conference Championship,

Patricks Point

2 p.m. — Football, HSC vs Sacramento State, Redwood Bow!
Soccer with Chico State, baseball field
6 p.m. — Alumni social hour
7:45 p.m.

— Alumni Banquet

8:30 p.m. — “Ingomar, Son of the Wilderness”
9 p.m. — Concert, ‘‘Its a Beautiful Day,” and “‘Grootna,” Men’s
Gym.
Sunday
8:30 p.m. — “Ingomar, Son of the Wilderness"
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executives?

Salaries for ASB

Vote NO

Vote YES

Richardson

have

| Braafladt
|

|

|

and

at

responsive

Arnie

No ASB president should be
asked to make the commitment
of time to his office, carry a full
academic load and also hold a
part-time job.

salaries.
It is true that a
of ASB funds
toward salaries.
at these positions,
show that they

Salaries for the ASB vice
president and treasurer are
another matter. The time
required and the accomplishments of their offices is less, so
they should be given only
minimal payment.
Vote
yes
tomorrow
for

Hills

| The Editor's viewpoint

State level problems
need HSC representation

Arnie
President
ASB
over
The controversy
ed the
Braafladt’s over expenditure of funds, show
e ofutiv
exec
the
of
s
litie
need to change responsibi
ficers.
fladt
Though there can be little doubt that Braa
y
acted irresponsibly by spending most of his mone
show
d
raise
has
he
s
issue
the
,
without SLC approval

some promise for student government.

are qualified to do a given job.
Executive salaries would be the
only paid positions filled by
vote.

Voice com

Kditor:
During my two years at HSC

I have felt the growing need for
students
complaints

to
and

voice
their
compliments

concerning the community.
For instance, I recently lost a

$50 deposit because I didn’t give
30

moving.

day

notice
that I was

It’s a California

state

law that a teneant must give 30
days notice to the landlord,

otherwise the landlord may keep
the deposit.

1 feel this is a valid idea and
that some arrangements should
be made for making the students
aware.

progressive

TAL

CA

Wie ses e recon

OAS,

~“~weJd

°

Pte 2 *

:

“<«o*

as

a

separate

Frank Ausilio
{Continued on page 5}
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relationship is spoiling a potentially productive
student government.
With the major decisions being made on the state

'

distributed

sheet.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

is
to

level it would behoove students of HSC to have
of
representation there. With the current structure
would
changes
such
now,
student government as it is
this be done.
urge eee
we See
and
to arrange,
—
~\,
*,
P
;be easyvtee

and

Jerry Steiner

in the

and

printed in the Lumberjack
or
maybe accumulated and printed

BUSINESS MANAGER.

Braafladt-Jager relationship.
mo

be

SALESMEN
Janie Meri
Greg Golgart

Our only concern is that the executives would have

is

could

AD

With an increased travel budget, Braafladt would

Jager

|

complaints

COPY EDITOR
Paul Brizso

be free to take part in such activities while the ASB
Vice President could supervise on-campus activities.
We realize this would cause a significant increase in
costs, but the benefits would make it worth it.

Braafiadt,

The

Diana Petty

Braafladt has accomplished much for HSC and the
one of the persons
other state colleges. He is probably
responsible for halting a more stringent speaker
policy. He has made significant gains in establishing
birth control facilities at the Student Health Service,
and has tried to give a powerful voice in the state
legislature through a student lobby.

establishes programs, Jager
stopping them. In contrast

government. It probably would

I wasn’t aware of this law, as
I’m sure most students aren’t.
Since most students rent, I feel
this is a valuable piece of
information to know.
I feel that if students were to
tell of their good and bad
aspect
with
any
dealings
of the community, then it could
benefit the students.

process, as Braafladt has done.

lacking

The question seems to be not
can the budget afford executive
salaries, but would salaries
improve the quality of student

No one can argue the fact that

In the Lumberjack interview with ASB Vice
President Mike Jager, Jager complained that he was
a@ man without a job.
We suggest that with important decisions being
made on the state level, it would be beneficial to have
the ASB President representing us in the decision

to trust each other, which has been

while doing a minimal job. On

ters s to the Editor
| Tetpla
int

a

in-

the

for

enthusiastic

the other hand, the present
system appears to attract
candidates who are concerned
about issues and doing a job for
the student body.

hiring or appointing people who

popular

satisfactions

large amount
currently go
A closer look
however, will
are filled by

ASB

of

question

sonal

executive

Although
Fenton authored
this statement with state and
local government in mind, it
can also be applied to the basic
principle involved with the

hour, which is significantly less
than salaries already paid to
some other ASB officials.

ASB officers put in many hours
of work, nor can they deny that
these
jobs are
important
positions.
However,
these
the
of
some
offer
positions also
perand
ces
richest experien

dividual who is
about his job.
If even a small salary, like
$100 per month, was added to
the position of ASB president, it
would offer a salary of $1,000
a year or more. For a student in
job-scarce Humboldt County,
this is a fairly lucrative sum.
it Is conceivable that a
candidate could run with the
intentions of collecting a salary

oteteteteenetesetegeneceseatstatetstatetatetstatstatstatetatetatets®

sbheneneaeasteceneaeustesecenemstecesesetesecessesseseeseeesesiess

their

While Braafiadt
better known for

government.”

John H. Genton
Sededededededededetetetetetesesesnsesenesenenessreete es co cetosetetececesesetecenntececesesecearaestereraretatersSPEER
EDITOR'S NOTE: Because of the importance of
tomorrow’s election to decide the issue of salaries for ASB
executives, both sides are presented here. Positions were
written by Editor Hank Kashdan (in favor) and Copy
Editor Paul Brisso (against). mee

ASB
pays a salary
| presidents.
The amount of time required
to accomplish anything for a
student body is tremendous.
his
shown
has
Braafladt
to

and

Braafladt is only asking for a
salary of approximately 25c per

devoted

Dominguez

than job-oriented parties to
provide honest, responsible,

complishments.

countless hours of time with no
payment.
Already in the ASB budget of
$208,000 over $43,000 is paid in
salaries. The staff of Youth
Educational Services and The
Lumberjack each receives over
and the Day Care Center
$6,000
staff is paid over $5,000.
Every state college with the
exception of California State

College

, . issue-oriented

political parties are more likely

The Lumberjack

Stu-

weicomes

all letters to the editor con
cerning any issues of campus
concern.

Please

limit

the

size

of letters to approximately 250
words. We reserve the right to
edit
any
tetter
without
changing its meaning.

'

Ath

eea

| Bill

“,

willingness to devote such time
an imand has compiled
e
pressiv
list
of
ac-

| Salaries are nothing new for
| Associated Student Body (ASB)
| executives.
Until two years ago ASB
|
appaid
were
presidents
h
mont
per
$100
ely
proximat
t
iden
Pres
ASB
when
until 1969,
t
didn’
he
said
dict
Waine Bene
y.
need the mone
Since then former Presidents
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 4)

Vets for peace
Editor:

The longest war in the history
of the United States grows
longer each day. Vietnam has
scrolled
its
epitaph
on
a
generation of young Americans,
who
found
that
peace
will
always be a casualty of war.

More than 56,000 suffered
the final indignity of death in
Vietnam. How many
ghosts do you see

of
as

their
their

war-torn bodies lie rotting and
decomposing under the ground
you walk upon?
Fellow students of HSC, the
serenity we exist in here is a
false security, an illusion. For

.

that Vietnam in future years
won’t
be
known
as_
the
disgusting place where America
finally
turned
and
where

students like us helped it in the

of

veterans

(and

generation of peace, is in stark
reality nothing more than a

generation of the doomed.
When will the war finally
end? When can we bring the
more
than
200,000
of our
brothers home from Vietnam?
There are no answers or easy
solutions to these questions, the
war won't end tomorrow no
matter what we do.
We must continue to search
for some article of faith to
inscribe
upon
the
56,000
gravestones
of our
brothers
scattered across this land. So

natural state of the county and
fight the interests of those who

wish for the project, namely the
lumber companies.

in

It has come to pass in the
judgement of many that progress

defined by industry or land
developers is not the same

Veterans For Peace

progress that the average citizen

Butler Dam

wants.

Editor:

Bill Sokolich

In recent years there has been

reason to examine any project
that would aid industry and
development,

especially

along

the California coast. The reason
is that we have the example of
Southern California.
There may be endless reasons
why one would want a project
like Butler Valley Dam, yet the
results of the project lay a
corner stone for rapid growth in
Humboldt County. That change

may

closely resemble Southern

California.

San Francisco——L.M. Boyd reported in the San Francisco
Chronicle that there was a time when the Bank of England closed

during heavy fog on a theory the clerks tended to make
too many
mistakes, but this practice was discontinued some years ago.
Maybe this policy should have been retained, because Boyd
reported that recent studies of 2,000 students indicated that their

grades fall when the fog rolls in.
Lincoln, Neb. — A conference on human sexuality at the Univerfact two members
of the

i

industries),

The argument breaks down to
rather the people of Humboldt
wish to maintain the present

the bulletin. If you care enough
and if you want to become an
active participant, please come.

Nixon’s immortal prophecy of a

History relevant
Editor:
As a historian, I thought that
it was my
duty to try to
convince Mr. Richard Casey to
mellow
even
more.
I really
cannot agree with Mr. Casey's
belief that when one leaves HSC
as a history major he leaves“...
not knowing a goddam thing
...” due to the program here at
the college. Let’s face it--you can
even leave Folsom Prison and
not know a goddam thing.
While | basically agree with
Mr.
Casey's
contention
that
history must be relevant, | do
not agree that we have only to
study contemporary affairs to
make the world beautiful. If we
need not study the Romans,
why study the Blacks? There are
those who believe that Yellow is
the color for tomorrow--let’s just
study the Chinese! And why go
into contemporary cultures at
all--they all have a past which
makes
them
meaningful--but
who the hel] wants to study the
past? In other words, Mr. Casey
is wrong when he says “ ...
there are no Romans here, but
you learn a lot about them.” If
we
take
part
in
Western
civilization at all, we are all
Romans, just as we are all
Greeks, etc.
One
final
point
of

information-on the schedule for
this quarter in the History
department are courses in Black

America and PreColonial Africa.
From some of Mr. Casey's
remarks one got the
that he was not aware of this.
225

students

surveyed,

Frederick
C. Matusiak
Lecturer
in History

seating habits. Most liberal
more conservative
sat in the back.

The
SPEED QUEEN EQUIPMENT
WASH - .28 — DRY - .10
OPEN 6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Phens 622-7965
1080 © STREET
ARCATA, CALIF.

batter

Arcata Music Shop
"The Quiet Shop"

fae ect

9% Ot,

rca rary
Sth & | Arc.

022-1428

b

they are one of the mos‘

polluting

and

will be announced

A
, Se

water for pulp mills who will
expand to make more waste

associate membership available
to other interested participants.
The time and place of our next

meeting

—

In Humboldt county the
Butler Valley Dam means more

turning.
To accomplish these goals we
are forming an organization on
campus
with
membership

composed

S

1010 G STREET, ARCATA
822-2161
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“It's a Beautiful Day,’ featuring David LaFilamme
and his electric violin, will perform Saturday night at
8 in the Men‘s Gym. The group, which LaFlamme
says plays every kind of music, performed last
November in Eureka for a sellout crowd.

‘Beautiful Day’ starts
CPB concerts Saturday
It’s a Beautiful Day and
It's a Beautiful Day was forGrootna starts the College Pro- med ‘‘on a beautiful
day’ in San
gram Board (CPB) concert year
this Saturday
at 9 in the Men’s

“There will be no police,’’ stated
Chuck Lindemann, head of CPB,
“students will act as doormen.
This is an innovative program to

promote student co-operation
instead of finding means for
student control.

gave a favorable review
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will help HSC
students to any significant
degree, but that ‘‘the most
successful lobbying is personal
lobbying, done by on campus
clubs like the Young Republicans
and the Political Science Club."
Jager is also opposed to a
student lobby because the state
college students associations
would lose their tax exempt

While the
with Braafladt

Jager is also working

_

thout a job

vice president

ASB

hopes
to
help
this
organization
set up a similar kind
of board.

should

be

agrees
students

that

charged

at

athletic

events, the two differ on how the
additional revenue from these

events should be spent.
money
furthering

for things like obaid for the ASB, and
the student lobby

movement,

while

Jager

main-

budget.
We have to pour money into it to

maintain
it at all. The Day Care
Center also needs money—this
could come from revenue from
athletic events. I take a dim view

t part of the school,
and
that he will work in favor of the
groups.
Jager said that these things are
the basis for the differences
between
himself
and _ the
When asked if he
thought there was a split between
himself and Braafladt, the vice
president said, ‘We've always
been
somewhat
opposed
philisophically, but we've always
been able to compromise. We
have been increasingly losing
this ability, though, and are
talking less and less. The ability /
to communicate is lacking.”
Jager doesn’t think that |
assigning the vice president the
role of president's assistant's
assistant is the most effective
_ to use the office. He said, ‘‘In

position the vice president

has to be almost a total patsy to
get along with the president.
“Either the vice president has
to be returned to the chairmanship of the council, or has to be
assigned some specific duties."
Otherwise, Jager believes, he has
an awkward position if he finds
that he isn’t in agreement with
the president.
The current vice president
thinks that this could be a large
problem if in the future, the
president and vice president are
elected from opposing factions of
the student body and fundamentally disagree on various
issues.

New program
for theatre arts
The
Theatre
Arts
Department will offer a new,
experimental program for the
winter quarter. The program
whose aim is to bring theory and
practice closer together, will be
centered around a number of
different workshops.
George Goodrich, chairman
of the department, said the new
Program
“is
an_
innovative
program which asks our majors
to register for a 12 unit block of
courses. This will make possible
.
oe
where staff and
ts can
work
together
integrating history and theory
together
with
production

m_-

*

Associated Student Body Vice President Mike Jager.

City-college committee
discuss mutual problemshowever,
Mutual

problems

involving

the city of Arcata and the
high-power
receive
campus
consideration at the monthly
meetings of a liason committee.
The
committee
is
representatives
of
composed
from the campus administration
and officials from Arcata.

The

committee’s

chairman,

Oden Hansen, is the dean
development
campus
utilization. He said, “As
name implies, this is not
action group, but is more or
a reason group.”

for
and
the
an
less

“The main purpose is liason
between the city, the college and
the Department of Highways,”
Hansen said.

The

meetings

occasionally

problems. Such groups are the
the
and
company
telephone
local power companies.
Members of the committee
are: George Wood, city manager,
Guy Conversano, city engineer;
dames Gibson, chief of police;
Donald
F.
Strahan,
administrative
vice-president;
Frank Devery, business manager;
Frank
Longmire,
facilities
planner; Oden Hansen.
In recent meetings, two or

three representatives of the right

of way and housing divisions of

the

Department

have been present.

The department will offer
a —
number of courses
outside
of
the
program,

courses

general

and

those

education

courses

needed for graduation.

ARCATA
ENDS

THEATER

THURS.

MUST
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Civil rights speakers claim Viet war racisim

hear an appeal of his sentence.

Federal
marshals
handcuffed
him in his New Orleans home,

refusing

to

time

him

grab

a

toothbrush or even his coat, his
mother said.
Tour nation
Since then, the small but
dynamic
mother
of 10 has

toured

the country along with

Carl Braden.
working
to

Both speakers are
bring black and

DIVERS
e

¢ ompres

e

Diving

e

Instruction

sed

Ar

Equipment

forgiveness.

needs

He

erence

happening. In a little ceremony
in
the
Masonite
production
workers hall the white and black
strikers received about $5,000

from
the
NAACP.”

once

despised

Here we return to the story
of Walter Collins. For as a SCEF

as an

26-year-old bearded man helped
bring together the separate black
and separate white woodcutters
unions now striking as a team to
up their average yearly salaries

example of the mistreatment of
men under the draft--especially
black men.

“The
businessmen
and
politicians are scared to hell that

of

Walter

Collins

in

1966,

can

not carry on

a

Steve
Office,

Dave, Pool. Chemistry

nerd, A.S. Bus.
Hall 826-3771

Available

to CSC

Cherter

&

hl

hai
prices

beed

on

pro-rate there of tote! price cost
&
ferrying
cherges
at
100%
occupancy.
Feres
include
U.S.
Fedora! & departure texes plus $4
admin.
fees per person. Prices
subject

to

decresse

or

increate

1 Gepeniting : en + éeteal: Nat oF +
warsengers on each indiv. flight.

752

the

of $2,700.
blacks and whites will get
together. Why do you think the
Wall Street Journal put the story
on the front page?” Virginia
Collins said about the incident.
What Walter Collins did back
in
1966 was to talk black

Both speakers represent the page of the Wall Street Journal,
Southern
Conference newspaper dated Oct. 19.
Educational Fund, a southern
Romance, MERV GEORGE THURSDAY SATURDAY
wide
interracial
organization
Nang-overs, DANCE Good Time Charlie, Coors,
founded
in
1938
that
is
dedicated
to
ending
racial
PIZEA Home Brew, BEER Glorie, Eli,
injustice, poverty and oppression
in the south.
Bradan
is
information
director for SCEF and also an
editor of The Southern Patriot,
the monthly newspaper of the
social justice SCEF group.

leaves DEC 16
returns JAN 2

North of Eurekaon Hwy 101

seem for a bunch of Mississippi
whites, especially here the recent
stronghold of the Klu Klux
Klan, that’s precisely what is

to jail for refusing the draft, or
having to walk away from the
armed forces.”

To illustrate the power of
SCEF organizing action, Bradan
read from a story from the front

mY ecto

Lay Away Plan
3360 Jacobs Ave.

Advancement of Colored People.
“As outlandish as that may

organizer,

Wall Street Journal

cus
ime 31. 2.200>
Check Out Our Christmas -

run

to

die

on

18th

foreign

for help? Would you believe it,

off to Canada, or to have to go

case

found out 32 per cent of
the
dead
were = black
while only
12 per cent
were white.”

government

80% DISCOUNT WITH A.S.BCAR
ON MOST DIVING EQUIPMENT

government

their forgiveness,

He said they were using the

of boys who died in the
Vietnam War out from

Two aims
He
said
the
nation-wide
speaking tour had two basic
aims. The first is: “To arouse the
American
people
to
the
injustices of the war and the
draft and how these two evils are
used as a means of control in the
United
States.
It
is
our
contention that the American

SHOP

The

ask

for causing them to have to

“Walter clipped the
names and photographs
the local newspaper.

to

men

battlefields.

“The businessmen and

politicians are scared to
hell
that
blacks
and
whites will get together.”
“Once,
Blacks,
Chicangs,
Indians, Orientals and whites get
together and see who the enemy

really is, when they get together,
that’s when we win.” Bradan
said.
Not merely campaigning for
her son's release, Virginia Collins

has

been

active

in civil-rights

movements for 30 years. She
now is vice president of the

Republic of New Africa, and the
national
coordinator
of the
International
Committee
for
Black Resisters. She now lives in
New Orleans.
Special
Assistant
to
the

Earl Meneweather said,
President.
“People on both sides of the
issue should
come
and ask
questions.
I know
there are
people
for and
against the
amnesty issue, lets hear from
them.
It’s
time
the
silent
majority
was
heard.’

AND SUNDAY Guineses wn

Olympia, Pitchers DROWN
Comedy, Home Brew,

THE
KEG
St. Arcata,

822-7885

=
“SD.

sentences for refusing induction.
His arrest came 11 days after the
U.S. Supreme Court refused to

black

*

five-year

the ‘fue

Aspsrusaez ‘ysapdurs ‘orn

concurrent

reached

_ Court, charged
that an all white
“raft ‘board ia 8 moaly black
community
had no right to draft

‘tespey “Zuryunq *Aspn

five

country, some military people
walked away from the war, and
some
men were jailed while
attempting to halt the war.
“All these people we urge be
amnestied by our government.
This does not mean they are
asking the government for any

almost

oe Meow’: #4 AY #PS) serdundisy

Walter Collins was sentenced

to

the National Association for the

some men refused
others
fled
the

The Collin’s trial case, that

Mississippi--About

Pentagon papers, to see that we

He said
induction,

the draft board to do
this untimely action.

reading the newspaper story.

were engaged in a criminal act in
Southeast
Asia.
And _ they
refused to take part in it.”

Deferment removed
One week later, his area draft
board removed Collin’s 2-S draft
deferment.
Bradan
said
he
believed that local businessmen

“4¥L MO LIVW ZLITHIS

this

commie

Bradan charged the W.S.J.
with “red
and race
baiting” and then continued
‘*Laurel

Civil war
A precedent of amnesty for
Viet Nam war political prisoners
is when Andrew Johnson as
President at the close of the
American
civil war provided
amnesty for the ex-slave holding
confederate
soldiers
and
defferson Davis, she told the
audience.
“Only through independent
political action can black and
other poor people ever hope to
make gains in this country. The
Republicans and the Democrats
are both the same,” Collins said.

evil

“twIg U2ZMNO’]

in

it an

were picketing outside.

“samempngy ‘2pNg IPH

gains

Is

Home Krew

make

began,
“Strikers
drop
old
animosities to accept aid from

blacks.
plot?”

who

striking white woodcutters

half of the 200 woodcutters on
strike here against Masonite are
white. They have been off the
job since Sept. 1 . They are
about broke and so is their
union. So where can they turn

‘rhe second is: ‘‘The plight of
500,000 people who have had
the nerve to oppose the war and
the draft. These people had
enough
sense,
before
the

A petition calling for amnesty
(legal pardon) for the more than
500,000 political prisoners here’
and abroad was circulated in the
audience.

story

Glorie

to

country.”

Thursday

night.

The

Hang-overs,

‘‘Only
through
independent _ political
action can black and
other poor people hope

Humboldters

NAACP.”

Adventure.

in Laurel, Miss., the community
where they lived.

100

to

Remance,

other research out during 1966

criminal act in Southeast
Asia.”

a
resolution
for amnesty,”
Collins told a crowd of nearly

turn

English,

found out that 32 per cent of
the dead were black while only 12
per cent were white.”
She said he passed this and

had
the
see
in a

woodcutters into laying down
their tools and to join the

The headline stated: ‘White
woodcutters in south Mississippi

Merv.

He

on the Senate floor until there is

Hamme. Jim, “Tarbet?” Poot

local newspaper.

to raise the question of amnesty

DANCING

the

and draft resisters) with your
friends, wherever you are. And

Dennis, Hamburgers, Cokes, Bull.

from

ory’

Salami, SPECIAL BURGERS

“Walter clipped the names
and photographs of boys who
died in the Viet Nam war out

hese
people
enough sense before
Pentagon papers to
that we were engaged

(for political prisoners

. s Red Barrel
Merv George, Guinesses Stout, Wal
Computer
Ed,
Phuck. Lowenbraun.
WINE

effective organizer.

amnesty

people.

Hamms,

the

mother of a black liberation
activist, said her son is in jail
today because he is a very

war on foreign soil without
carrying on a war against its own

to solve their common problems.
“We are here tonight to ask
you to raise the question of

di ‘sa2mpng
*s007) *As0psnyy ‘erdun
“hominy
DISA “ovey ‘s2:02:ng 26204;) “s22yp Ng 240) “YRON AGEVH' Uw

white people together for action

by Bob Sutherland
Mrs. Virginia Collins,
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Bands come marching
into HSC homecomirg
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A salute to Louis Armstrong
marched and played to by 12
bands, and accompanied by two
drill teams, is this year’s
homecoming half-time program.
The bands will march in the

Ferndale High, Fortuna
Willits, Fort Bragg, Woodland,
Willows, Surprise Valley, and the
Marching Lumberjacks.
Work
Bob

Noel,

conductor

of

the

bands for

it’s fun to do and I enjoy working
with people.”
Noel, conductor of the half-time
program, works with the Eureka

High

Loggerette and

the

Del

Norte Rockette drill teams as
well as the 12 marching bands for
- two hours prior to game
The band committee chooses
the music to be played and the
schools’ conductors work with
their groups practicing the
selected tunes. The schools’
conductors
also practice the positioning of each band for the halftime program.
Noel said the reason for the
annual Band Day, is to let
students in California get

Marching

John Sleppy, chairman of the Homecoming Band Committee, sits in the
Marching
Lumberjacks
band room.
Sleppy, a charter member
of the

The high point of the past three
years ars of homecoming for Noel
has been the 1812 Overture with

for working with the Lumberjacks from the state and the other
idea of

Band Day was

new, the

has

been

of order into the combined
routine of 11 bands.

marching

the Marching tumberects, os SLC battles travel fund
well as working for the past thr
years with the band at Fortuna
increases in closed session
High and for the past eight years
with the Ferndale Elementary
School.
Noel receives half of his salary

For Sleppy, the first year was
the most exciting because the

Lumberjacks,

working with Bob Noel to put some type

half

comes

from

the

student

body. He finds that the bands he
works with for homecoming are
very cooperative and enthusiastic.

would bungle the music or would
it come off well. The low point

lets the Lumberjacks pretty
much do their own thing as long
as it’s in good taste. He doesn’t

he’s well

Sz

Heated exchanges shook the SLC chambers Thursday night in
a meeting that included a 90 minute session behind closed doors.
The political skirmish centered on the use of travel funds by
ASB President Arnie Braafladt. When the matter of accepting
Braafladt’s

report

came

before

the council,

Pam

Venne

moved

that SLC go into an executive session. After one and a half hours
the meeting was re-opened to the public.
The transactions occuring after the executive session included:
--A donation of $509 to the North Coast Environmental
Center. Chuck Kennedy, representing the center, explained to the
council that NCEC was the only organization in the community
that could bring local environmental problems to the attention of
students effectively. The Center had asked for a donation of
$1,500.
--Over $500 was allocated for telephone expenses in the AS
offices.
--Drama was given an additional $300 with the understanding
that a fourth production would be added to the three now
scheduled.
--Funded expenses required to send representatives to athletic
conferences, $121.

--Day Care Center was funded and several changes were
accepted in the constitution of the center. The Council funded
the center with the understanding that if and when the center
becomes financially independent SLC will cut its hold onthe
organization.

When Noel isn’t working on the
chance to be creative.
I feel that halftime
program he works with

Dry homecoming (in public) asked
ene

ate

Arcata.

This year the Arcata Chief of

Police

tas

will be

group situations,’ McMurray
The

allows 21-year-old

odud

asin

tanta

taal action conmmption

will be taken.”
anew

:

1166

H St.

Arcata

of cloobelon state

622-1791

——————

will arrest them,

VERLA’S PIZZA PARLOR

oy
publicity director
me...

a

privacy of their own rooms even

a

&

‘

MAYRTLE & HOOVER EUREKA
features
a piano, microphone, screen and projector

for that sing along party . . .

year it (the

oe oe

also 3 pool tables

For a complete line
of name brand cosmetics
such es

for those who are on cue rather than on key.

Fer arrangements call 445-0111
duduber

WILDLIFE
events.
Having liquor
dormitories
violates

FILM

Love, Bonnie Bell,
Max Factor, and Revlon
893 H Street

partiesin2 the

“Filming in No-man’s
a. Land

Inter-Residence Hall Council

Narrated by Dr. John Paling, in person

members decided on, Dave
McMurray, assistant director

Sunday, Nov. 7, 7:00 p.m.

» Said Friday.

“In a situation like this, we
must look at the intent .of. the

Eureka High School Auditorium

Adults
- $1.25 Students $.75 Children $.25

“ON THE PLAZA”
in Arcata

Phone 822-1717 fer tree prescription delivery
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By Al Sanborn

Lumberjacks have
In only three years, Humboldt’s Marching of school activities.
part
l
tiona
tradi
8
a
to
novel ide
from a n
grow
unique version of a pep
The Marching Lumberjacks is HSC's
r uniforms,
Hi

quick steps and, in many e vents,
band

was,

the

for

are even

most

comments
“We get mostly good comments,” said Chuck

part,

a

Lindemann, a

major for the first
charter member of the band and the drum
from various
people
and
lot
a
three years. “The band travels
act as ambassadors
We
appreciation.
of
letters
write
communities

Lindemann
the Marching

rs of
is one of the only remaining charter membe
Dave
,
Lynch
Don
are
others
The
Lumberjacks.

Wallace and John Sleppy.

d in the fall of
According to Sleppy, when the band first forme
field for each
the
on
s
person
16
about
only
were
1968, there
show the
ime
half-t
first
the
that
show. Lindemann remembers

they had
band did was thrown together and when half-time came blocked
which
s
player
ll
footba
with a bench full of

to contend
their way onto the field.

Members up
at
In 1969, there were usually 20 band members performing
per
members
26
to
up
go
average
the
saw
games and last year
play at all home
game, according to Sleppy. He said they usually
trip

an extra
football games and one away game. They try to take

year.
at their own expense to a parade or other event each
available for
are
30
about
and
rs
Now there are 35 band membe
Lumberjacks’
ing
March
the
make
ts
studen
more
Six
each game.

for half-time
“stunt society,” which helps with props and skits
shows, according to Lindemann.

hat, the type
Although the size of the band has changed somew three years.
past
of music and the uniforms haven't over the Jim Lindemann,

said
“We're becoming somewhat traditional,”
position of drum
the
ted
inheri
who
r,
brothe
er
Chuck's young
major last year.
s have
Chuck pointed out that the Marching Lumberjack
ed a
receiv
they
that
school
the
of
so much a part
the
favorable mention in an article about HSC which appeared in
Los Angeles Times this fall.

,

“They even mentioned our 6’ 6” drum major,” said Chuck,

whostands 6’ 4” tall. Jim mises the 6’ 6" mark by four inches.
the dorms
A few times every year the band marches through
smiles
with
ed
receiv
y
usuall
are
they
ugh
Altho
ia.
and the cafeter
try
they
when
de
attitu
same
here, they aren't always met with the
s.
school
other
at
the same thing

Two hanging tubas and a
neon beer sign mark the
desolate meeting room of
Lumberthe Marching
jacks. The group will
perform
at the
Homethe
and
coming Parade
football game this Saturday.

“Once we had a sousaphone stolen off a guys’ back in a girls
dorm,” said Sleppy.
The band was thrown out of a girls’ dorm at Chico State
College. said Chuck. The president of Chico even wrote a letter to
the Chancellor and to Dr. Cornelius Siemens to complain of the
moral degradation of the band, he said.
“We marched past a high-rise dorm in Santa Clara where
people threw apples and hamburgers at us,” said Chuck.
a
Sleppy recalled the same incident but he must have caught
being pelted
rs
remembe
he
because
debris,
the
of
part
different
with beer cans and tomatoes.
When the group is together. it doesn't take a game to get the
marching or the music started, since the reason they are together
is because the members enjoy what they're doing. “We marched
through a hairdressers’ convention once,” said Jim.
been

has

There

turnish its instruction areas.

Persons wishing to contribute
furnishings should call 826-4121
duing
the
day
of
Kathy
Marshall at 443-9569 during the
evening. A truck will be sent to

They have always

of one of their traditions.

Lumberjacks because

we = being «sought
by — the
Innovative Cluster Program to

Marching

at the

leveled

a bit of criticism

needs help
ICP
Sofas, chairs, tables and desks

been an all-male band and have no intention of changing that in
the future.
“We're chauvinist. Uink.” said Jim. “Resides we can get the
band more enthusiastic if they're horny.”

pick up furniture.
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So, you don’t like to write home...send us $5 and we'll

do it for you—for a whole year. Pacifica writes about
For only $4 more you can
t
month.
oas
every
the Northc
have another subscription sent to your grandmother.
(That’s $9 for two subscriptions). We'll include a nice
Christmas gift card and guarantee its delivery before
December 25th.

Fill out the subscription blank below and deliver to the

Lumberjack office.
additional orders).

(Use a sheet of paper for your
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‘Ingomar’ opens
The noble savage will be
spotlighted
tomorrow
night
when

‘‘Ingomar

andthe

Barbarians” opens at Sequoia
oe. “Ingomar,” written in

y

@

German

Frederick
Halm,
major production

pla

ht

is ‘te
of the school

Director
Dick
Rothrock,
associate profesor of theatre
arts, said “Ingomar is archaic as
hell. It has no real literary value
and
virtually
no intellectual
content.” He chose to direct
“Ingomar”
because
of
the

\ challenge of making the play

»))

enjoyable

m,

for

a

modern

audience.
He
said,
“It’s
interesting working with a play
you know is badly written.”
Rothrock likes the play. “It’s

a colorful, active play featuring
three sword fights and a lot of
rough and tumble action.” He

said that the actors will have to
carry the play: they have to act
as if they believe in it.
“Ingomar” was one of the
more popular plays of its time.
It was performed in theaters in
Europe aand America. William
Carson,
a Humboldt
lumber

tomorrow night
baron, liked the play so well that
he built a theater in Eureka
which he called the “

Opera

House” on a site which

later
became
the
Furniture Company.

Home

throughS
Thursday
—
Sequoia Theater.

in the

The

play

will be presented

Faculty art

on display now
Some of the best
faculty
members
in

department is on exhibit
Art-Music Building gallery.
said each

faculty

member

tion

of about 40 pieces of painting,
printing,
drawing,
sculpture,
photography and ceramics.
‘
The show will run through
mid-November,
Havill
said.

Hours

are

Monday

and spring quarters of 1972.
This

opportunity

Robert A. Anderson, dean of

for

admissions, said.

>

lawall*
leave

L.A.

on

Ri

Dec. 19,return

TMAS

2.0

Dec.26

eContacts

Steve
Office,

$149

nard, A.S. Bus.
Hall 826-3771

STUDENT SERVICES WEST, lac.
4ot

oe

Ae

Cherter
prices
besed
pro-rate shere of tote! price

&

ferrying

occupancy.

cherges

Feres

at

include

studen e ®,
on
cost

100%

U.S.

Federal & departure taxes plus $4

edmin.
subject

r feculty ‘

fees
per
person.
Prices
to
decrease
or
increase

depending

on

passengers
on each

actus!

No.

indiv. flight.

of

He’s Joe Namath.

Boots are his thing.
They’re part of his image.
knows just how to wear

ee

boots. With style.

He knows when to wear
them too. Whenever
he feels like it.

is for
where every placement

But don’t try to con

HUMBOLDT

The DingoMan into a boot

becomes extra insu-

His boots are real.
The label inside all of
them reads “Dingo”.

made by a shoemaker.

rance. In other words, place your money in a

PASS book account if you want to pile up
yardage in the more serious game of life.
You

might even

make

the “Haul”

If you don’t believe us,

ask any girl Joe Namath
knows.

of Fame!

Western Chain Saw Company
3008 Broadway
weere

Garehe.

through

Friday from 7:45 a.m. until 5
p.m. On Tuesdays, extended
hours until 10 p.m. have been
arranged.

admission is possible as a result
of the absence of some students
accepted
for
fall
of
1971,

oT

was

asked to enter at least one
object. The result is an exhibit

More spaces open for winter
ccept
ae

in

Gallery coordinator, Jeffery
Havil, assistant professor of art,

Jim Hatch performs as Myron and Linda Mueller
plays Actea in Sequoia Masque’s production of ‘’Ingomar, Son of the Wilderness.’ The play shows Thursday through Sunday in Sequoia Theater, 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are free to students and may be reserved at
the theater box office.

os

work of
the art

Caliecwin
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General election held tomorrow

ONE. I would like to see a
truly representative government
that is able to speak for all areas
of the campus. Members of SLC
have
an
obligation
to stay
informed
on _ all
campus
activities.
Funding
priorities
must be set by a consensus
opinion.

paid admissions

| want

ii
H
at
:
i
‘
i: e i i
| i i i i i rl i

that

effect

us

as

students.

SEVEN. | am not responsible

to any single group. |
responsible to all students.

feel

THREE.

Yes,

if it became

to say no.

FIVE. No comment.
SIX. Yes. If we have any sort
of strength, we should use it.
SLC
as the student
body’s
representatives, is representing
almost 6,000 people of voting
age and I don’t feel it should be
restricted from getting involved
in state or national policies..
SEVEN.
I
am _ not
responsible to any one group on
campus. I identify myself with
my people and many groups.

interests

into

allocating

account

additional

If

I

had

to

decide

=
El
Aci

what

program’s budget should be cut,

BF38 §

the SLC’s budget would be first
to be cut.
If the SLC had more money,
I would favor allocating it to

athletics.

.

Most athletic events should
be free of charge to ASB card
holders. However in order to

bring in more money to the ASB
ges

admission should be charged to
special games and events.
Since college students are
now voting citizens, national and
state policies are important to
the college student. Therefore
when
the
majority
of
the
student
body
feels
strongly
about something the SLC should
send
a
student
lobby
to
Sacramento to voice the opinion
of the student body.

Jan Beitzer
ONE.

for

I would

like to strive

a representative

governing

body and would do my bestto
work for the good of the entire

student body. I feel that fiscal
responsibility and stability is
desperately
right now.

needed

in Council

Approximately $6,600 is left

before
funds

allocations).
It is just November,
yet
this
account
is
40%
expended. Money is always a
and as
are
reduced
and
tightened
the

to

anyone.
SIX. SLC should involve itself
with any matter that directly
effects the student body. This
includes state, national and local
policies. | must stress that I feel
if it directly
effects

know

for

why a candidate
is running

office.

because

In

{ would

my

case

it »

like to know

more

: $33
i 7s sige f #5

:

only 16 officerson
SLC. In my opinion this is too

:
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on what programs should be cut.

Ht

g

3
:f
5 5iif

a3

t

Watt Bint
i
i pie

policies

answer

THREE. Yes. We are a rarity
on
the
state
college
and
university level in that we do not
to
admission
charge
already
popular athletic events. When
money is so scarce it seems a
logical place to help fund other
non profitable functions.
FOUR. We should step back
and first take a long serious look
before any decisions are made to
fund any
new activity. This
means all areas of campus, not
just
intercollegiate sports. If
there is a real need and desire for
it, great.
FIVE. I would answer this
question similar to the above
one. We must take all needs and

if

process because

I'll

cuts,

3

making

to be absailable to all students to
reflect their majority opinion in
before

this money should be stabilized
and that no decrease should
occur. If there is extra monies
then all programs should be
increased.
FIVE. All programs across
the board should be increased,
with those decreased last year
having priority over the rest.
SIX.
Yes, we should
be
involved with state and national

and

question for you. All I can say at
this point
is that if these
programs
are
of
equal
importance to the student as a
whole then they should be cut
equally.

be cut more than any other. If
cuts were to be made, and that
possibility seems inevitable, it is
fairer to make across the board

Hil
Ey

decisions.
involved

on and

that
necessary.
I understand
admission is being charged for
plays and lectures now and |
think
it
should
apply
to
athletics, too. But I'd like to
find out how
much of the
money that athletic department
gets from the ASB is returned.
FOUR. At this point, I'll have

TWO. No one program should

budget is $70,208. I believe that

| want to become
this decision
with

merits

Jim Carson

would
help.
However,
that
decision, should be made by the
students thru a campus wide
election.
FOUR.
The total athletic

the council operate and make its

voted

programs the amount of money
each one spends, each ones

that should be cut before any
others.
THREE. It is true that the
ASB is in a financial bind and

that time I’ve watched

be

TWO. You tell me each of the

a

During

own

taken care of instead being put
off over and over again.

reality is evident that some programs face several financial cuts.
Which programs would be cut before others.
THREE, To hel bring more money to the ASB should
tic events?
admission be charged for at
FOUR. Should the ASB fund more intercollegiate sports?
FIVE. If there were to be more money available, what
ams would you like to allocate it to?
1X. Should SLC involve itself in state or national policies?
SEVEN. Do you identify yourself as being responsible to any
group on campus? If so, what group?

This is my third year at HSC.

should

that

TWO. With increasing demands on our student budget the

Bill “Ho” Crowell

personal

views and opinions on matters
being discussed and much more
between
communication
people
the
and
students
representing them on council.
I'd also like to see the
necessary time put into matter

ONE. What do you want to see accomplished during your term
as representative?

from

their

expressing

meetings

SLC

at

students

the candidate didn’t meet required deadlines.

revenue

I'd like to see more

Or

gs”

ONE.

budget in my opinion, should
not be decided by the SLC. If
possible the students should vote

32

Lettie Moldanado

more representative government.
Severely cutting a program's

o. 8s

in state and national policies.
SEVEN

The questions which appear below were given to each
candidate in the hopes that concrete views without an excess of
could be presented to the student body.
political !
Each candidate was also given the opportunity to write a
statement saying whatever they wished.
answers to questions,
Some candidates submitted onl
_
others answered the questions in the form of a statement and
;
some submitted both a statement and question answers.
because
are
appear
not
do
which
Any pictures or statements

wit

experience in any way necessary
to meet the end.

SECETSSOSES BIRESE SSE:

SIX. Yes. Student concerns as
citizens demand our involvement

few to decide so much. | would
to see the SLC becomea

new services
(ie. legal aid).
SIX. I feel that it is importan
that the council concern itself
with state and national policies
particularly the former because
the actions of the Board of
Trustees
and
the
State
Legislature DIRECTLY effects
our livesat HSC.
(Continued
on next page)

ai
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SLC candidates discuss issues
(Continued from pai

Elections
Commissioner,
Academic
Senate
(2
yrs.),
President of SPURS, Kerr Tower
committee
and various other

SEVEN. Certainly, I feel I
owe something to the people
who would elect me into office,
if I should be elected.
I intend to be a representative
of the people and I would invite
them to express their wishes to
me, because without them we
are non-existent. I ask you for
your vote, and in return promise
you
an
honest
unbiased

committees. I feel that this gives
me an extensive background in
the many different areas of

Dyann Richardson

SEVEN. No, I do not affiliate
with any one group on campus.

In

the past

two

years I have

worked
on
Orientation

Freshmen
Program,

Lumberjack Days, was a member

of

the

Cluster

College,

student concern

ASB

at HSC,

Pat Jager

card

The

ASB
1 to

primary

chose

to

reason
run

that

for

I

SLC

Represenative was to bring to
the council
new ideas and
viewpoints as a new student. As
a freshman I have not been
influenced by previous political

and
fore

maneuvers that tend to ba a part

of college politics and thus be

gly

more

juld

objective.

worked
in
both
conservative and liberal political

lion

parties

in

the

past

years

has

given me a wider insight to the
workings of most ruling bodies,
such as council.
my term
as a representative, I'd like
to see
more SLC student cooperation

and
most
of all, student
involvement as a whole in
i
” Pith inerbasingdemands on
our student budget,
see less cuts on
a whole

(such

all affairs concerning
and college.

TWO. I have not studied in
detail all of the different
Programs and their financial
states to answer this question
truthfully, but I do intend to
find out about all of the
programs before I make any
decisions.

THREE. No.

FOUR. Yes, if the students
and the community saw that
there was a need for them.
FIVE. ASB.
SIX. Yes, if we can be an
effective force; if not, no.
SEVEN. Yes, ASB.

“Geoff De Valois

feel that I can handle the job. As

in an attempt to

form common
and ideas.
lama
student from
San Francisco State where I was

I would feel responsible to the
student body of HSC.
The
student
body
is
composed of more than one or
two groups. With that in mind I
hope to accomplish honest and

Scott Pace

fair decisions

It’s
been
suggested
that
admission
be charged for athletic

’ events in order to bring money
to the ASB. This is an excellent
major is journalism and I'm a idea. Rather than placing the
responsibility
of
financial
staff reporter for KHSC.
ONE. I would hope to see
improved
communication
between students and SLC and
more
student
and
SLC

THREE. Money should be
charged for athletics events as is
now
being
done
entertainment such
and lectures.

do so by calling

a representative
in an ASB office

My purpose in running for
SLC is to increase my personal
involvement
in politics and °
stude:.; government. I'm running
on the United Party Slate with
people
from
different

to be determined on the merits
of each individual program.

as athletics,

Anyone that wishes to ask me
questions
concerning
my

Bg ga & Bebisas

Even
though
I
lack
experience
as a representative, I

7

involvement
in
local
and
national politics. TWO. I believe cuts will have

I'd like to
that

in student administrative costs.

for other
as concerts

FOUR.
No, there
enough ASB money.
FIVE.
programs

as

is

not

{ would favor such
Day Care Center

rest more on those who attend
the events.
If more money was available
I'd like to see it allocated
to

programs which enable students
to become more involved with
each other and community.
We
are
all
affected
by
national policies. SLC should

make

a

point

feelings and
students
be
elected public
only our right
it is our duty.
affiliation.

of

letting

the

wishes of HSC
known
to our
officials. It is not
to speak out, but
I have no group

feel

will

based

benefit

on what

the

I

student

body most.
The position is one of trust
and responsibility. Trust in me
and responsibility to you. This is

true for the ASB budget
as well.
As SLC involvement in state
and
national
decisions,
the
funding of a program or deletion
of a programs funds should be
on a sound basis.
One should take into account
the pros and cons. There are
indirect as well as direct benefits

to the student body from many
programs. I will do my best to
see

that

fairly

funds

to

the

are

allocated

student

body

interests. While in office I will
try to remain truthful to you

and fellow representatives.
In short, I'd like to be your
representative.
(Continued
on page

14)

Opinion divided over resolution
concerning executive salaries

acy

ONE. I would like to see the
SLC
accomplish
a _ better
relationship with the entire
student
body,
so that all
students
can
bring
their

0%
ea
are

comments

to

the

attention

¥

the Reps-at-large.
TWO.
An indepth

of

5-38

The SLC should remember
that it exists
for the student
body and not the student body

Fz.55

for them.
The
role of a
representative
is
one
of

study

Skould forget how he got into

& Sskac® a

2

office, then he is doing harm to
the SLC and
to his fellow
students.
ONE. That what I do as a
representative
and
what
the
council does as a whole is
reflective of the needs and wants
of the student body.
TWO. Before any cuts are
made I would like to see an

actual cost break-down for each

=
s
@

expenditure on the budget.

THREE.

At the present time

I would say no, but possibly we
could
make
sports a more
income-productive activity.
FOUR. If that is the desire of
the student body then they
should be funded. If it is not
then no.

FIVE. To those in which an

cuts are needed,

Yes,

I feel the

major athletic events such as
football, should charge students

a nominal fee, such as 25c per
game. This would enable the
athletic association
self-supporting as

to be more
well as to

enable
the
ASB
additional programs.

FOUR.

No,

to

fund

it is my

belief

that the ASB can not afford
funding
any
additional
intercollegiate
sports at this
time.
FIVE. If there were to be
additional money available, all

programs

should

be

allocated

If this resolution is passed, SLC will be able to
give the executive officers stipends, salaries
or
scholarships
for their work as officers.
Braafladt is in favor of the resolution, because
he believes he and the other officers should
receive some compensation for the amount of
work they do.

the

on

SLC

additional

involvements in state or national
policies.
However,
if
these
policies will affect the ASB as a
whole the SLC should take no
action.

SEVEN. No.

last
now

year's president
Bill
Braafladt have been

allocated funds to pay for travel to such things as
the Board of Trustees meetings.
Unlike

Braafladt

he

wats
‘te

hard

ft

'

patuwet

is

voicing

wus

opposition
to the resolution to pay salaries t©

executive officers.
He said, ““The awards one can reap from being
an officer are enough payment for the work. The

Limited budget
“We have a very limited budget to work with
now, and we don’t have the funds to pay
additional salaries. If the executives are in need

ASB

funds are already used to pay the

salaries of many groups including YES and the
Lumberjack. I think executive officers should
also be included in this.”
He went on to say that HSC is one of the few

state colleges that doesn’t give their officers any
kind of stipend.
Current budget

In the current budget, over $43,000 has been
appropriated

for the

payment

of salaries. This

includes over $14,000 in salaries for the Business
Manager Roger Levy and his assistant, and over

Braafladt’s resolution isn’t new
to HSC
because in previous years the ASB president was

facing

So,
Benedict,
Richardson,
and

a job.
“The

share for all of the programs.
SIX. No. There re enough
taking

travel funds available
to the executive.

experiences holding
an office provides
are big
enough rewards.

$5,000 in salaries for the Day Care Center, as
well as salaries paid to students.

without

In place of the stipend they agreed to make

He said, “I’ve been working full time as
president since June. Its impossible to expect an
offer to do this, be a student, and also hold down

additional
funds,
based
on
percentages to make it an equal
problems

This
monthly
stipend
was discontinued
because the student body voted it down in 1969.

given a stipend out of ASB funds.
This
procedure
continued
until Wayne
Benedict became president in 1969. According to
Jager up to this point SLC had been giving the
executive $100 a month. No provision had been

made to give the executive travel funds during
this

, Jager said.

of financial assistance to get through school, they
could use the routes open to other students such

as applying for student loans.”
dager also feels that officers who devote all
their time to their positions are
needlessly. He said, “There is no need
12 or 14 hours a day in the office. An
should pick a few tasks and try to be
at them, not at everything.”

wr.

iA

doing so
to spend
executive
successful

He went on to say that the goal of the
president should be to “‘get himself out of a job,
to be able to delegate authority, so that he
doesn’t have to spend all his time in the office.”
dager also thinks that if a student becomes a
full time ASB executive he “loses touch with the

students and loses the feeling of what its like to
be a student. So it would be possible for him to

become less responsive to student needs.”
According to Jager, the executive should be
able to work within the limits of the executive
travel accounts, and not expect additional funds
in the form of a salary, stipend or scholarship.

é

'

increase in funds would create
an increase in participation.
SIX.
Yes,
if
they
are
pertinent to our school or our
community.

With this action, I feel this will
be the best way to decide which
programsshould be cut first, if
THREE.

by Val Ohanian
Opinion over tomorrow's election issue of
paying executive ASB officers
is divided -- Arnie
Braafladt, president, and Mike Jager, vice
president, have taken opposite sides of the issue,
and there is as wide of range of opinion among
other students involved in government.

should be made before any
program budget cuts are made.

822 Z25F
2

to favor individual groups.

students

others) and see these cuts come

tate

SEVEN. I feel responsible to
all HSC students and will try not

ONE. I want to see a much
more comprehensive curricula
involvement of more people in

Youth Educational Services and

platform may
443-4075.

things that affect and control us.

representation on the SLC.

would benefit the student body
as

and Minority Scholarships.
SIX. Yes, with the under 21
vote it is very important that
students
and
student
government should move to
influence and help decide those

wis

ae

ONG

eam
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Clash over finances

Bs

Sports roundup

se

FH
%s

Football

five minutes of
Humboldt saw a 174 lead disappear in the last back for a 20-17
stormed
Hayward
State
Cal
play Saturday as the
Far Western Conference win.
gates Sr
Fullback Lee Willis was the Lumberjacks top ground1-2 conference
to
ed
dropp
52 yards in 13 carries and two TD's.
record and 5-3 overall.
game against Sacramento will begin at
ares

SLC

Services

amendment

which would allow ASB’S to give

money to their Health Centers
and work on a special veterans

admission policy.
are important issues to
”
HSC,“ Braafladt said.
But some people
with Braafladt's priorities.
Council members such as Pam
Venne and Barry Katz and Jager

believe money should be spent at
home
This difference in opinion will

also be ironed out at the retreat.

The decision of council will inshortor ted
volve how long-sigh
ties are.
sighted certain

on that I
decisil's
“If it is counci

stop these activities,
Braafladt said.

1 will,”

(Continued from page 13)
Deborah Wilkins
During my term of office on
SLC I would like to see SLC
become more involved with the
needs of students both academic
and social. | think that SLC
body
main
the
be
should
involved with getting all new
just freshmen,
not
students,
acquainted wit! the campus and
the community. | will attempt
to make more students aware
that SLC is an instrument by
voice their
may
they
which
of actions,
assured
be
and
views
whether positive or negative.
In the battle for funds, |
would
suggest
summer
recreation be completely cut out
of the budget. and that Reader's
Theater and athletic support

Soccer
San FranHumboldt tied for the second week in a row, 1-1 against

The
cisco State Saturday. Jeff Hink scored the only goal for HSC. This
overall.
1-1-2
and
FWC
Lumberjacks are now 0-1-2 in the
they will meet Chico State at noon on the HSC baseball
a
iamond.

programs be cut in half.

10 bring more funds to the

ASB more admissions should be
to card holders for
charged
atheltic events.
SLC should be involved in
state and national government.

It will be to our disadvantage to
isolate ourselves and pretend
that the actions these two bodies
take will not affect us, they will.
1 dv not feel responsible to
any
special
group.
|
am
interested in what is to the
advantage of the students and if
it is the focal point of a
particular interest group or not

When you know it’s for keeps
will
Happily, all your special moments together
and
nt
geme
enga
your
by
er
forev
lized
be symbo
the
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in

is trying
is irrelevent, since SLC
to meet
students.

the demands

.
"
a
rm
Angelo’s za PARLOR
WANTS TOSHARE
IN THE SPIRIT OF
HOMECOMING —

the

quality
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine

nd
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamo

cut. Your
is perfect, of superb color, and precise

Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
”
styles. He's in the yellow pages under “Jewelers.

,.¢

FAT BEESDAY
INCLUDES PIZZA, TOO!
(and chicken. and salads.
and sandwiches.

of

—

Health

election

CIAMOND

REGISTERED

RinGs

|

panerstermanecitlinsle

pals te
Hi FeB s
Tee i
i st

Cross-Country
team finished second in a four-way
cross-country
Humboldt’s
Individual winner was
meet held at Patricks Point Park Saturday.
The Oregon Track
29:32.2.
in
both
Moore,
Ken
Mike Manley and
West Valley, 74;
52;
HSC,
by
Club won with a low 21 points followed
89.
and Southern Oregon,
seventh in 30:54. Don
The top ‘Jack finisher was Ron Elijah at
Streichman were
Craig
and
Labrie
Howard
Makela, Dan Mullens,
hold the FWC
will
HSC
11, 14, 16, and 17th respectively. This week
Point.
championship at Patricks

Arnie Braafladt

of work done with CSCSPA were:
the first speakers policy
by the BOT, work on the

expenses.
members have commented that
they will return the passes.
should
“I feel council members
attend all events to be acquainted
with budget requests. Secondly, I

,

2 p.m.

Rings trom $100 t0 $10,000
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Old time farmer, hunter now directs athletics
From North Dakotan farm boy to
prize winning gymnast wasn’t really a
big progression for Ced Kinzer.
Kinzer, now Director of Athletics

oo
ae
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at HSC, said, looking at his hands still
scared from his boyhood days on the
farm, “You had to have good hands
and wrists to work on the farm.”
Kinzer, at the age of 60, still
considers
gymnastics
one
of
his
hobbies.
While attending Colorado
State College in Grelley, his team won
both
State
and_
regional
championships.
His
speciality
on
parallel bars won first place in both
state and regional competition.

74;

Teaches gymnastics
Along with his directorship, Kinzer
teaches major classes in gymnastics
and also a class in the treatment of
athletic injuries and techniques of
athletic training, using books which he
has written for both classes.
He also supervises and works in the
training room. “The purpose of the
training room is to take care of
athletic

teams

injury-wise,”’

he

said.

“Students trust and have faith in our
work.”
The room has progressed from a
little cubby hole to a first class, well
equipped facility, according to Kinzer.
It started in a quansit hut with toilets
and showers, was moved to a port of
the womens gym, and how is in the
men’s
gym.
Also
helping in the

training room

-

N

AP

son David, who is presently working
on his masters degree in physical
education and is a part-time employee
of the department.

Kinzer’s wife Geneva has worked in
the College Book Store for the past 15
years.
Sport hobbies
All of Kinzer’s hobbies center
around sports. In the summertime he
spends much of his time on the golf
course. He calls himself an “old time
hunter.” He and his sons hunt deer
every
year
and
he
also
hunts
waterfowl. This is also his 43rd year in
gymnastics.
Kinzer came to Humboldt State 19

years

ago

: ,

is Kinzer’s 22-year-old

when

the school

he was

teaching in, Northern Idaho College of
Education (NICE), was closed down.
Two other people from NICE, Frank
Devery (now HSC business manager)
and
Arthur
L.
Stegeman
(now
chairman
of
the
industrial
arts
department) and also then fvotball
coach Phil Sarbo helped him get the

job here.

ee

Athletic Director Ced Kinzer can usually be

been a coach at HSC since 1953, is in charge of
He
was
instrumental
in
the
establishing of little league baseball in
the area and is presently president of
Babe Ruth Baseball. He retired in
1968 from coaching baseball. He hasa
total of 33 years coaching various
teams including HSC’s team.

Kinzer

went

through

ant

eighth

Arcata is lieble for a license under
the
Arcata
Municipal
Code.
Licenses

may

be

peid

at

the

Finance Department, City Hell, 736
Street, Arcata, California.
Persons
wishing
to
solicit

team

including
character.

en
investigation
Failure to obtain eny

the

licenses while conducting

team in Lewiston,

won

Idaho, his

three state championships.

Also in Lewiston, he coached the high
two

above

residential area must
e@ peddiers
license,

of
of

@ business within the City of Arcata
will

years

subject

such

penalty.
Questions
Licenses

Kinzer said that he liked the people

persons

regarding

may

be

to

e

Business

enswered

by

contacting
the
Arcete
Finence
Department,
telephone 822.5951.
Stephen A. Strawn
Finance Officer

at HSC when he first met them. “In
fact, this college has been real good to
myself and my family. | don’t regret
one day I’ve spent here.”
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ARCATA
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a
of

WAX ¢ CANDLE ‘catanao Supevies

how they look in

ARTHUR
JOHNSON'S

LICENSES
ARCATA

person
conducting
of any kind in the city

business in @
first
procure

school baseball eam for
winning 60 of 65 games.

Dakota State at Valley City, N.D. and

ahs 4 PM,

Every
business

He is a member of American
Legion. As a coach of the American

Legion

got his BA degree in PE from North

(meludung

BUSINESS
CITY OF

Kinzer
is also
active
in
the
community, just recently joining the
Kiwanis Club, a community service
organization.

grade in a one room school house
moved with his family of eleven to the
city so the children could go to high
school and college. The main reason
for moving to the city, according to
Kinzer, was they could get snowed out
on the farm for as much as six straight
weeks making it impossible to go to
school.
He did his u
raduate work and

We'd like to see

AND.
HARNESS BOOTS’

the

practice.

“I'm
not
looking
forward
to
retirement,” said Kinzer. “My number
one aim in life is to help students in
anyway I can.”

Colorado State College

LEND US YOUR FEET
we

the athletic training room where the football
players
in the background
prepare
for

seen puffing away on a cigar. Kinzer, who has

Ue Nawe thousands 4
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Custom
Work.
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Past homecoming

student

(Continued from page 1)
popular,
though the war brought
a

temporary

halt

to

intercollegiate sports.
Immediately following

the

war,

however,

interest

in

competition with other colleges
was rekindled.
Forbes coach

Forbes was lured away from a
of junior
career
successful
college coaching and was named

head football coach.

Forbes,

to

According

financial difficulties surrounding

the new sports programs were 80

coaching candidates

that

large

often received plus or minus
rating on the basis of the type of
car they drove (Sufficient to
transport players?)
A new football field was built
for the new team, and it turned
than
10 feet narrower
out
regulations permitted.
Forbes
still believes
that
officials knew, but simply closed
their eyes to the infraction.
Student government held a
position
of strength
in the
college structure of the early

40’s.

The

Associated

Student

Body (ASB) and the Associated
Women Students (AWS) both
controlled portions of the school

and

budget

large

commanded

followings.

Elections big

Student elections and the
actions the student government
took were important issues on
the campus.
student
of
thrust
The
government was aimed at the
social life of the students. No

Registration fee
deadline Nov. 29
ion fees and course
selections for winter quarter will
be due no later than Nov. 29.

Registrar

said

materials

C.

William

Amett

will be available

from student’s advisers starting
Nov. 23.
To find an adviser, students

should go to the departmentof
their major.

If a student is an

go to
should d
he de
ci
major
unde
the school of his probable major.

et
out
EW

YORK is 2,557

miles ewey.

You can

get there leaving
Dec.'8 from Oek land,

return Jan.2-$139

Or leave LA. Dec.
16,return Jan 2 wn

American 747 jet.
@$

156000

Steve
Office,

publication

or official

college publication of that era
showed
any
references
to
national politics and seldom

referred to any philosophy-moral or educational.
The heavy emphasis upon
sports and physical activity
which prevailed at the time was

much in evidence.
The
intramural
sports
far
extensive,
was
program
present
the
outweighing
program, and student interest

ran high.
Who was on what team in
hockey, basketball or baseball
was big news on the campus.
Even more important were the
weekly results and the league
standings. The Lumberjack used
an entire page to bring news of
the intramurals to the students.
Social Event
in 1946
The Homecoming
was the biggest social event of
the entire academic year.
week of the
A complete
college’s social life centered on
functions,
social
various
elections and sporting events.
The director of the week's
activities was Dr. Hyman Palais,
a history professor who was in
his first year at Humboldt.
An
entire
issue
of The
Lumberjack was devoted to the
landmark occasion, with detailed
coverage
of
the
numerous
dances, parties and dinners for
the single group of alumni.
The prevailing influence of
sports
was
typically evident
when the queen for the occasion
was
crowned,
not
the
Homecoming Queen as is done
but the Sports Queen.
today,
Little at HSC remains the
same as it was in the 40's.
Few
buildings
are
still
standing. Part of Nelson Hall still
exists and Founders Hall (where
it all began) still overlooks the
campus, but newer buildings
have sprung up to dominate.
The only thing changed about
homecoming
is the
number
involved. Spirit and tradition
remain.

(Continued from page 1)
The Spaghetti Feed follows the keg hunt at
4 - 6:30 in the CAC sponsored by the Home
Economics Club. “This event used to be put on

by the student wives’ club,” said Nevers, “and

it’s always had a lot of participataion.”
Bonfire set
Then the bonfire is set aflame at 7, and a lot
of activities center on this event. “We do
everything here,” said Nevers, “we used to do at
the talent show. There seems to be a lot of
enthusiasm for this.”
“The crowning of the Homecoming queen will
take place here,” said Mary Ann Ward, one of the

organizers of the bonfire,” as will the Hot Pants
contest. The Hot Pants event was created because

some people felt the queen event was a farce.

“The winner appeared to be chosen, not really
because she was cute, but because she had the
backing of clubs. Everyone votes in the hot pants
contest. The winner has to be what she is and
win as an individual.” Ward, with five males, will

STUDENT SERVICES WEST
available only to CSC
studetns, faculty & staff

on
besed
prices
Cherter
pro-rate shere of total price cost
100%
st
cherges
ferrying
&
U.S.
include
Feres
oceupency.
Federal & deperture texes plus $4
fees per person. Prices
admin,
subject to decrease of increase
of
No,
actus!
on
depending
passengers on each indiv. flight.

“Usually

there are about

15. There are

three classes of floats--first class, no limit on
money

=

spent;

class two, $60 limit, including a

size, and height; and a novelty class, no

mit.”

“The dorms used to go as one unit,” said

Nevers, ““‘but this year there’s a switch. Now
each dorm is separate, so there will be more
floats.”

“There will be about 10 to 11 bands, too,”

said Ward. “They will be judged by five judges
who are professionals in the field of music. Also,
we invited several dignitaries; persons like the

mayor, Sen. Alan Cranston, Congressmen Frank
Belotti and John Tunney.

Not in budget

“The business community didn’t have enough

time to include the parade in their budgets,” said
Ward, “but local service groups, like the Kiwanis,
have offered their help. We will ask to include
the parade in the future budgets of the business

be the judges.

groups.”

“A lot of people don’t like homecoming,”
said Ward, “‘so maybe we can do something else,
something interesting they like. We're going to
try to get the Marching Lumberjacks to do a pied
piper thing through the dorms to the bonfire.
“It would be nice if people could dress gaily,”
of Fat
concluded Ward, “to reflect the theme
Tuesday.”
Homecoming parade
The Homecoming Parade starts at 10:30
Saturday morning; beginning at 17th & H, down
H, and around the Plaza past the grandstand,
where it will disband.
“There are 11 floats definitely, with a possible
six more,” said Pam Venne, organizer of the

parade,” said Nevers, “it was a problem last year.

“We

Vets for peace
meet tomorrow
Approximately
20 of the
estimated 630 veterans at HSC
met

last

week

for

the

second

time to form the Veterans
Peace organization.

for

Hank Berkowitz a spokesman
said ‘We're trying to show our
anti-war
the
for
support
movement. As veterans, we're
sick of the war.”

They will hold their next
meeting tomorrow at noon, in
the College Elementary School
Auditorium.

express
your
good

eCONTACTs

, AS. Bus.
Hall 826-3771

event.

taste
1831 BROADWAY , EUREKA

ask

that

there

be

no

alcohol

in

the

If a person is found with alcohol, he will be
taken out and cited. It will be hard to get an OK
for the parade next year if there's any trouble.”
In 1969 there was a keg-special float that
handed out real-life sudsy samples to the throng
along its route.
Saturday at 11 a water polo will be played
and at 2 p.m. the football game starts. At 6 there
is an alumni social hour.
“There’s nothing outside of the social hour,

except the banquet,” said Nevers,” which begins

at 7:45. They might have a band. We work in
cojunction with them, but they make their own
arrangements.”
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